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Abstract 
The airspace for the activities of light-sport aircraft in Taiwan is strongly restricted due to mountainous terrains and populated 
areas. This study intends to investigate the feasible sky-lanes for light-sport aircraft by minimize the impact to populated area 
and the threats from terrain obstacles to the aircraft. The terrain obstacles and populated area is considered and segmented in 
the two-dimensional structure through the graph theory. The shortest path problem between the aerodrome and the training 
area is established to minimize the impact to population and threats to the aircraft. The Dijkstra algorithm is adopted to resolve 
the planning of feasible sky lanes and gives the possibility of the augmentation of airspace for the activities of light-sport 
aircraft. 
© 2013The Authors.Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Light-sport aircraft is defined as simple-to-operate, easy-to-fly aircraft by Federal Aviation Administration in 
United States. It also includes powered parachutes, weight-shift control aircraft, balloons, gyroplanes, gliders and 
airships. These aircraft can be categorized as standard, experimental amateur-built, experimental light-sport 
aircraft (E-LSA), or special light-sport aircraft (S-LSA). The cumbersome term “Light-sport aircraft” is 
abbreviated as “LSA” in the following text for simplification. In addition, the term “LSA” will be represented the 
fixed-wing aircraft through the following text. The first flight of LSA in Taiwan was unknown before the 
implementation of relevant regulations. The activities of LSA in Taiwan are kept few and mostly illegal. One of 
the reasons is the constrained airspace. Taiwan Island is mountainous with plain less than 30 percent. For LSA 
flying off the controlled airspace, restricted airspace and populated regions, the mountainous terrain obstacles, 
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electrical transmission lines and towers give threats to the safety of LSA. Thus, the Civil Aeronautical 
Administration (CAA) provides highly constrained airspace for LSA activities. The 7 approved airspaces are 
confined in closed regions with ceilings between 500 to 3000 ft (AGL/MSL). So far, only one legal route of 42 
km connecting two legal airfields for LSA is announced in the Pingtungcounty, the most southern country in 
Taiwan. Even in the approved airspace, the LSA have to keep away from the urban areas. The time slots for flight 
are also limited mostly on the weekend.  
With the strongly promotion and growing of domestic touring in Taiwan, the flying vehicles will be given more 
attention to provide the spectacular views of this mountainous island from the air. Some airborne tours using 
tethered hot balloons have been organized successfully. The LSA will be one of the most attractive ways for 
airborne touring by its high mobility. However, the small and confined airspace obviously will discourage such 
touring activities.  
In another aspect, the release of more airspace for LSA activities may bring more threats to given VFR routes. 
Most LSA have insufficient avionic equipment with respect to commercial aircraft and poor connection with air 
traffic control (ATC). They have to follow only the See-and-Avoid rule before the emerging of affordable ADS-B 
(Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast) to provide more confidence to ATC. The other hinders to 
discourage the LSA activities are the terrain obstacles and populated or urban areas which must be clearly 
acknowledged before each flight and be kept in an adequate distance. Therefore, the making of flight plans for 
each flight must be mandatorily with detail flight routes to help the management of the airspace with both 
efficiency and safety. The route planning will be cumbersome with detail and the awareness should be paid 
strongly to keep the aircraft in the approved region and away from the prohibited areas. Some computerized 
automation process of route planning may be necessary to avoid the human errors and to facilitate the LSA 
activities. Furthermore, the digitalized data of flight plans can be easily issued to ATC authority for in-time 
management. 
For both the LSA associations and the touring authority, to expand the given airspaces or to construct the cross-
region routes is essential to promote further the flying activities. For the aviation authority, the safety of flight 
cannot be sacrificed in the liberation of airspace. Instead of using closed airspace over the airfield, the study of 
route planning intends to propose a feasible solution to LSA activities by providing the safe sky lanes away from 
the terrain threats and populated areas under the certain constraints of fuel and range. Furthermore, the cross-
region routes can be also built. The generated routes can be used by the LSA associations to expand the airspace 
with more convinced information by regarding the local terrain constraints and controlled airspace. The system 
can be also used to design the sightseeing routes for the touring organizations. This work is expected to develop 
an automatic way of route planning for LSA activities with regards to the terrain obstacle avoidance. 
The route planning problem for LSA was dealt with three stages: (1) threat identification and modeling; (2) the 
spatial segmentation and the generation of initial routes; (3) the search of an optimized route. The proposed 
technique is validated by simulation in virtual scenarios. The following section states the route planning problem 
and the proposed technique for LSA. The relevant algorithms of the technique are described in detail in the third 
section. The fourth section gives the simulation results for the validation of the proposed planning technique. 
Finally, the conclusion is made in the fifth section with the prospective of further work. 
2. Problem Statement 
The techniques of route planning are not new to aviation. Off-line route planning was done on the ground. At 
the beginning, on-line route planning techniques were done manually partially assisted by the calculators onboard 
for oceanic or intercontinental flight. With the emerged flight management systems (FMS), the automatic on-line 
route planning appeared mainly to increase the fuel efficiency on the basis of aircraft performance and ground-
based navigation aids [1].  
For LSA activities, the minimum performance of LSA has been strictly regulated. Conversely, the complexity 
of route planning comes from the mixing of dispersed populated areas and terrain obstacles. The environmental 
complexity for LSA is much higher than conventional en-route planning problems due to their low cruise altitude 
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and the conventional techniques for commercial airplanes cannot be adopted. The problem seems similar to the 
route planning problems for ground vehicles such as car navigation or wheeled robot navigation. However, the car 
navigation should be made to follow the given roads rather than the empty airspace. The robot navigation usually 
has to be well-equipped with sensors to explore the unknown environment and to plan their route in real-time. The 
pilot onboard the LSA has to follow the planned routes mainly by identifying the landmarks or terrain features 
with adequate onboard navigation device. Meanwhile, the pilot has to avoid the unexpected obstacles or other 
aircraft in the same airspace.  
The modern unmanned aircraft and military cruise missiles usually have the similar problems of terrain 
obstacle avoidance in their low-altitude penetration flight following a predefined flight route [2, 3, 4]. The major 
difference between the LSA and unmanned aircraft or cruise missiles is that the shortest distance to the destination 
is not the essential requirement for the LSA. The terrain following capability for unmanned aircraft and cruise 
missiles is neither the necessary operation for the LSA.  
Thus, the route planning on a two-dimensional plane is sufficient to the LSA. It resembles the construction of 
RNAV (Area Navigation) routes with the reception of ground navigation aids and avoidance of restricted or 
prohibited airspace [5]. The LSA has to approach the spectacles and avoid the terrain threats or urban areas. This 
current work investigated the feasible methods to generate the routes for a fixed flight altitude among the potential 
terrain obstacles with heights over the given flight altitude. The addition requirement or constraint to the planning 
is the maximum range of routes for the training or sightseeing purpose of LSA, rather than the usual shortest range 
for unmanned aircraft or cruise missile with operation time constraints. 
3. Planning Algorithms 
To deal with the route planning problem for LSA, we have reviewed the path-planning techniques for 
unmanned aircraft since their relevant researches are the most plentiful with respect to those for commercial 
aircraft. The conventional methods include dynamic programming, optimization methods, and etc. The modern 
methods appear much richer including heuristic methods such as the potential field algorithm, Dijkstra algorithm, 
A* algorithm, evolutionary algorithm, genetic algorithm, ant colony algorithm, particle swarming algorithm, and 
etc [6, 7]. The Dijkstra algorithm is adopted in this study since it can guarantee the global optimizationfor flight 
safety.Withthe great computation power of modern embedded systems, its inefficiency can be ignore.Due to the 
complexity and page limit, we only give detail description to each algorithm adopted in this work. The following 
section gives the detail modeling method and brief description of the algorithms used in our work. 
The route planning problem for LSA was dealt with three stages: (1) threat identification and modeling; (2) the 
spatial segmentation and the generation of initial routes; (3) the search of an optimized route. 
3.1. Threat Identification and Modeling 
In this stage, the environmental threats to the LSA should be identified at first for further avoidance algorithm. 
The terrain obstacles, such as the hills, the electrical towers, the high buildings, are the mainly threats for the LSA 
using only see-and-avoid rule. These threats appear much more significant for LSA in the unexpected heavy rain 
or moving fogs near mountains. The terrain obstacles present threats in their height near or over the planned flight 
altitude and their physical volumes or the radius of the obstacles. The profiles of terrain obstacles are often rough 
and irregular. To simplify the problem in this work, they are assumed to be cylinders with the radius of maximum 
horizontal width of the obstacles. Then, we quantify the threats from terrain obstacles by both their heights and the 
distance to the circumferences of the cylinders. The hazards threaten the LSA can be reduced by keep more 
distance to the high obstacles. In order to confine the routes in an approved airspace, the bounding of the airspace 
is regarded as the same hazard level with the highest obstacle and is assumed to be the a series of discrete point 
obstacles. 
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3.2. Route Generation 
After the identification and modeling of terrain threats in a predefined region released by the aviation authority, 
the routes can be generated from the departure to the destination for obstacle avoidance. A spatial segmentation 
technique, called Voronoi diagram is adopted to construct the initial routes. The Voronoi diagram has been widely 
used in numerous domains by dividing physical or virtual space into a number of regions [8]. The LSA has to fly 
along the routes planned among the dispersed terrain threats in the airspace. The Voronoi diagram provides the 
routes between any two threats. Simply speaking, every point along each route has the same distance to both the 
two threats such that these routes dissect the airspace into polygon cells which have the threats in the center of 
each cell. The edges enclose each polygon cell are thus the segments of routes. Each segment is represented by 
two nodes. Assume the set of the nodes in the space to be defined asp: 
 
^ `1 2 3, , , , np p p p p   (1) 
The set of routes from the departure to the destination can be defined asr: 
 
^ `1 2 3, , , , nr r r r r 
 
(2) 
(pi,pj)is the two adjacent nodes along the routerk.Moreover, the segment to connect the two nodes can be 
represented as sij. In this work, the constraints refer to the threats from terrain obstacles and prohibited airspace. 
The constraints are the cost to be minimized. Here, the cost for the segment the LSA to fly along is defined as 
cij(pi,pj) . In general, the route planning is to generate a feasible or flyable path on which the constraints can be 
satisfied from the departure to the destination at the minimum cost.Then the route planning problem for LSA can 
be described as follow: 
    m in m in ,k ij i jC r c p p ¦  (3) 
The cost function cijis defined in this work as follow. 
 
   ij h ij d ijc w c h w c d     (4) 
wherecij(h) is the general threat cost which mainly refers to theheight of terrains or buildings above the altitude 
of flight; cij(d) is the distance cost which represents the distance from the departure to the destination. The 
minimum cost to evaluate and find the best route for a given airspace is the minimum threat and the longest range. 
The more height of the terrains or buildings above the flight altitude brings more risk to the LSA. The more 
distance of flight contributes more flight time for training or sightseeing. The weightings of whand wddepend on 
the requirement for the routes in a given airspace. Since only two weightings to be adjusted, Eq. (3) can be 
rewritten for simplicity as follow. 
      1ij h ij h ijc w c h w c d     (5) 
where 0 ,1hw  ª º¬ ¼  for adjusting the weighting between safety and flight time. 
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whereDij is the threat coefficient based on the height of the obstacles q alongsij. In this work, they are the 
normalized heights above the cruise altitude of the LSA to reduce the numbers of threats for computation. d1/6,q , 
d1/2,q and d5/6,q are the distance respectively from the 1/6th, 1/2nd, and 5/6th of the segment sij to the obstacle q. The 
distance cost cij on a segment sijto maximize the flight route can be defined as follow. 




  (7) 
At last, the optimized route should be found on the minimum specific cost. This multi-constraints problem cannot 
be resolved easily in numerical methods. In this work, the problem is dealt with by using searching algorithms. 
3.3. Search of an Optimal Route 
After constructing a segmented airspace and generating initial routes from the edges of cells, an optimized 
route can be found with minimized cost of minimum threats and maximum range. In this work, the Dijkstra 
algorithm is adopted to find the optimized route. Dijkstra algorithm is one of the most popular graph search 
algorithm to solve the single-source path problem for a graph with non-negative edge path costs[9]. Theglobal 
optimization can be ensured by Dijkstra algorithm. Its inefficiency can be ignored by higher computing capability 
of modern computers. The efficiency can be also improved by largely reducing the data number considering only 
the obstacles higher than cruise height. 
4. Results and Discussion 
The proposed technique was realized in the scientific script language of MATLAB. To validate the feasibility 
of this technique in complex terrain constraints, three scenarios of different types of lanes are adopted for the 
simulation. They are (1) a straight lane, (2) a continuous curved lane for curved valleys, (3) dispersed prohibited 
areas and obstacles between the departure airfield and the destination. 
 
4.1. Scenario of Planning in a Straight Valley 
The first scenario of a straight lane is built to validate the algorithms of proposed technique and the obstacle 
modeling of a virtual valley edge by discontinuous points at the predefined altitude. The virtual edge can be also 
regarded as the fence of a virtual sky lane for certain airspace. These points are regarded as threats without volume 
for computing. Such terrain feature can be found in southeast valley in the eastern coast in Taiwan. The resulted 
route is shown in Fig. 1 where the sequent triangular marks represent the virtual threats along the boundaries of 
the straight channel, and the sequent diamond marks represent the waypoints for the planned routeof asolid line. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the planned route in a straight valley 
4.2. Scenario of Planning in a Curved Gorge 
The second scenario is the extension of the virtual edges by a continuous curved lane for similar curved valleys. 
However, most valleys or gorges present irregularity. The scenario is only to give further functional validation of 
planning algorithms. Fig. 2shows the algorithm to work correctly. 
 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the planned route in a curved valley 
4.3. Scenario of Planning in a Closed Airspace 
The third scenario as shown in Fig. 3is built with further complexity including dispersed buildings or obstacles 
in the airspace announced for LSA in Nantou County with a polygon boundary. Some notice should be made not 
to generate the routes near the boundary since this may increase the possibility of the airspace intrusion. This can 
be done by increasing the weighting of the virtual boundary threats. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the planned route in an area with dispersed terrain obstacles. 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
With the height-based model of terrain threats, the proposed route planning technique has been validated by 
simulation in different virtual scenarios. This work provides one feasible way to construct the safe sky lanes for 
LSA flight for expanding the airspace. So far, the route planning is realized in a scientific language. The further 
study will be made to implement the algorithms into software over the mobile device. With modern smart phones 
or tablets with GPS and on-line digital maps will provide more accessibility of route planning on the ground and 
also annunciate deviation between the planned route and current trace for safety issues. 
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